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Educators know that teachers are a school's most essential
strength. In Building Teachers' Capacity for Success, authors
Pete Hall (winner of the 2004 ASCD Outstanding Young
Educator Award) and Alisa Simeral offer a straightforward
plan to help site-based administrators and instructional
coaches collaborate to bring out the best in every teacher,
build a stronger and more cohesive staff, and achieve greater
academic success. Their model of Strength-Based School
Improvement is an alternative to a negative, deficit-approach
focused on fixing what's wrong. Instead, they show school
leaders how to achieve their goals by working together to
maximize what's right. Filled with clear, proven strategies and
organized around two easy-to-use tools--the innovative
Continuum of Self-Reflection and a feedback-focused walkthrough model--this book offers a differentiated approach to
coaching and supervision centered on identifying and
nurturing teachers' individual strengths and helping them
reach new levels of professional success and satisfaction.
Here, you'll find front-line advice from the authors, one a
principal and the other an instructional coach, on just what to
look for, do, and say in order to start seeing positive results
right now.
David B. Spangler outlines powerful diagnostic and NCTMand Common Core State Standards-aligned RTI strategies for
analyzing student errors and provides specific interventions
for each error pattern.
New Mathematics Today, a thoroughly revised series for KG
to Class 8, has been designed as per the requirements of the
latest curriculum. The content of this series is designed to
reach all learners in the classroom irrespective of their skill
levels or learning capabilities.
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First Published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
First published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
Active Maths Teacher Resource 2 contains the teaching
framework. It describes a range of classroom activities and
practice, provides additional worksheets and is crossreferenced to the student activity pages, the Quality Teaching
Framework and relevant cards in the Maths-in-a-Box series.
To define better techniques of mathematics education, this
book combines a knowledge of cognitive science with
mathematics curriculum theory and research. The concept of
the human reasoning process has been changed
fundamentally by cognitive science in the last two decades.
The role of memory retrieval, domain-specific and domaingeneral skills, analogy, and mental models is better
understood now than previously. The authors believe that
cognitive science provides the most accurate account thus far
of the actual processes that people use in mathematics and
offers the best potential for genuine increases in efficiency.
As such, they suggest that a cognitive science approach
enables constructivist ideas to be analyzed and further
developed in the search for greater understanding of
children's mathematical learning. Not simply an application of
cognitive science, however, this book provides a new
perspective on mathematics education by examining the
nature of mathematical concepts and processes, how and
why they are taught, why certain approaches appear more
effective than others, and how children might be assisted to
become more mathematically powerful. The authors use
recent theories of analogy and knowledge representation -combined with research on teaching practice -- to find ways of
helping children form links and correspondences between
different concepts, so as to overcome problems associated
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with fragmented knowledge. In so doing, they have
capitalized on new insights into the values and limitations of
using concrete teaching aids which can be analyzed in terms
of analogy theory. In addition to addressing the role of
understanding, the authors have analyzed skill acquisition
models in terms of their implications for the development of
mathematical competence. They place strong emphasis on
the development of students' mathematical reasoning and
problem solving skills to promote flexible use of knowledge.
The book further demonstrates how children have a number
of general problem solving skills at their disposal which they
can apply independently to the solution of novel problems,
resulting in the enhancement of their mathematical
knowledge.
Middle school teaching and learning has a distinct pedagogy
and curriculum that is grounded in the concept of
developmentally appropriate education. This text is designed
to meet the very specific professional development needs of
future teachers of mathematics in middle school
environments. Closely aligned with the NCTM Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics, the reader-friendly,
interactive format encourages readers to begin developing
their own teaching style and making informed decisions about
how to approach their future teaching career. A variety of
examples establish a broad base of ideas intended to
stimulate the formative development of concepts and models
that can be employed in the classroom. Readers are
encouraged and motivated to become teaching professionals
who are lifelong learners. The text offers a wealth of
technology-related information and activities; reflective,
thought-provoking questions; mathematical challenges;
student life-based applications; TAG (tricks-activities-games)
sections; and group discussion prompts to stimulate each
future teacher's thinking. "Your Turn" sections ask readers to
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work with middle school students directly in field experience
settings. This core text for middle school mathematics
methods courses is also appropriate for elementary and
secondary mathematics methods courses that address
teaching in the middle school grades and as an excellent inservice resource for aspiring or practicing teachers of middle
school mathematics as they update their knowledge base.
Topics covered in Teaching Middle School Mathematics:
*NCTM Principles for School Mathematics; *Representation;
*Connections; *Communication; *Reasoning and Proof;
*Problem Solving; *Number and Operations; *Measurement;
*Data Analysis and Probability; *Algebra in the Middle School
Classroom; and *Geometry in the Middle School Classroom.
Until recently there had been relatively little integration of
programs of research on teaching, learning, curriculum, and
assessment. However, in the last few years it has become
increasingly apparent that a more unified program of research
is needed to acquire an understanding of teaching and
learning in schools that will inform curriculum development
and assessment. The chapters in this volume represent a first
step toward an integration of research paradigms in one
clearly specified mathematical domain. Integrating a number
of different research perspectives is a complex task, and
ways must be found to reduce the complexity without
sacrificing the integration. The research discussed in this
volume is tied together because it deals with a common
content strand. During the last ten years specific content
domains have served as focal points for research on the
development of mathematical concepts in children. The areas
of addition and subtraction, algebra, rational numbers, and
geometry are notable examples. Whether a similar
organizational structure will prevail for programs of research
that integrate the study of teaching, learning, curriculum, and
assessment is an open question. The perspectives presented
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in this volume illustrate the potential for adopting this
perspective.
There are over 200 engaging activities to reinforce important
math skills. The activities are divided into five main sections
based on NCTM national math standards: Number &
Operations, Algebra, Geometry, Measurement, and Data
Analysis and Probability. You'll also find bulletin board ideas
and ideas for learning centers.
S Chand's Smart Maths is a carefully graded Mathematics
series of 9 books for the children of KG to Class 8. The series
adheres to the National Curriculum Framework and the books
have been designed in accordance with the latest guidelines
laid down by the NCERT.
Living Culturally Responsive Mathematics Education with/in
Indigenous Communities provides a critical examination of
the nature, possibilities and challenges of culturally
responsive mathematics education and how it is lived with/in
Indigenous communities across international contexts
connecting land, community, mathematics, and culture.
Investigates how middle grade teachers' deeper
understanding of the mathematics of number, quantity, and
proportion influences the way they teach and the way
students learn.
Origami5 continues in the excellent tradition of its four
previous incarnations, documenting work presented at an
extraordinary series of meetings that explored the
connections between origami, mathematics, science,
technology, education, and other academic fields. The fifth
such meeting, 5OSME (July 13–17, 2010, Singapore
Management University) followed the precedent previous
meetings to explore the interdisciplinary connections between
origami and the real world. This book begins with a section on
origami history, art, and design. It is followed by sections on
origami in education and origami science, engineering, and
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technology, and culminates with a section on origami
mathematics—the pairing that inspired the original meeting.
Within this one volume, you will find a broad selection of
historical information, artists’ descriptions of their processes,
various perspectives and approaches to the use of origami in
education, mathematical tools for origami design, applications
of folding in engineering and technology, as well as original
and cutting-edge research on the mathematical
underpinnings of origami.
Lesson study is a professional development process that
teachers engage in to systematically examine their practice,
with the goal of becoming more effective. Originating in
Japan, lesson study has gained significant momentum in the
mathematics education community in recent years. As a
process for professional development, lesson study became
highly visible when it was proposed as a means of supporting
the common practice of promoting better teaching by
disseminating documents like standards, benchmarks and
nationally validated curricula. While the body of knowledge
about lesson study is growing, it remains somewhat elusive
and composed of discrete research endeavors. As a new
research area there is no coherent knowledge base yet. This
book will contribute to the field bringing the work of
researchers and practitioners together to create a resource
for extant work. This book describes several aspects of
Lesson Study, amongst others: it gives an historical overview
of the concept, it addresses issues related to learning and
teaching mathematics, it looks at the role of the teacher in the
process. The last two sections of the book look at how lesson
Study can be used with preservice mathematics teachers and
at university mathematics methods teaching.
MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS,
6E offers future teachers a comprehensive mathematics
course designed to foster concept development through
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examples, investigations, and explorations. In this text,
intended for the one- or two-semester course required of
Education majors, Bassarear demonstrates that there are
many paths to solving a problem, and sometimes problems
have more than one solution. The author presents real-world
problems—problems that require active learning in a method
similar to how archaeologists explore an archaeological find:
they carefully uncover the site, slowly revealing more and
more of the structure. Visual icons throughout the main text
allow instructors to easily connect content to the hands-on
activities in the corresponding Explorations Manual. With this
exposure, future teachers will be better able to assess
student needs using diverse approaches. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This edited volume examines new ways of teaching
mathematics through a cross-cultural reciprocal learning
project between sister schools in Canada and China.
Situating teacher learning in the intersection of the two
different school systems, curriculums, and cultures of
mathematics learning and teaching in both nations, this
volume offers teachers a unique and much-needed
perspective on how practices between countries become
more and more likely shaped by each other in the emerging
global society. Born out of a comparative study project
sponsored by the SSHRC, this volume compiles five years'
worth of findings from reciprocal partnerships between
researchers, teachers, school administrators, and students
from both nations. Through the process of reciprocal learning
and narrative inquiry, the research described in these
chapters illuminates the unknown and shares newly-created
mathematics education knowledge.
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
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Lecturers request your electronic inspection copy here Do
you want to improve your study skills? Packed full of advice
on topics including note taking, essay writing, reading
strategies and exam techniques, Study Skills for Students
with Dyslexia is an essential read for students with dyslexia
and other Specific Learning Differences (SpLDs) in further
and higher education. The guidance and tools provided help
you organise and plan your work, improve your skills and
boost your confidence, so you succeed throughout your
studies. The new edition contains: A new chapter on critical
thinking, giving you confidence in analysing information and
expressing an argument A new chapter on how to make the
most of lectures, to ensure you’re maximising your learning
opportunities The latest IT and software references, including
links to online assistive technologies A toolkit of
downloadable resources to help you plan and study with
ease, including templates, planners, tasks and activities, and
toolsheets. This edition also comes with a fully editable digital
download of the book, so you can access it in your preferred
reading format. Practical and interactive, this book motivates,
inspires and guides you through all your studies. SAGE Study
Skills are essential study guides for students of all levels.
From how to write great essays and succeeding at university,
to writing your undergraduate dissertation and doing
postgraduate research, SAGE Study Skills help you get the
best from your time at university. Visit the SAGE Study Skills
hub for tips, resources and videos on study success!
ICSE NumbersWiz is a series of books for KG to Class 8
which conforms to the latest CISCE curriculum. The main aim
of writing this series is to help the children understand difficult
mathematical concepts in a simple manner in easy language.
Mathematics today : upper.
A Focus on Fractions is a groundbreaking effort to make the
mathematics education research on how students develop
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their understanding of fraction concepts readily accessible
and understandable to pre- and in-service K– 8 mathematics
educators. Using extensive annotated samples of student
work, as well as vignettes characteristic of classroom
teachers’ experiences, this book equips educators with the
knowledge and tools to reveal students’ thinking so that they
can modify their teaching and improve student learning of
fraction concepts. A Focus on Fractions 2nd edition includes
sections on the Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics and the Ongoing Assessment Project (OGAP)
Fraction Framework integrated into each chapter as well as a
new chapter on the OGAP Fraction Progression and how it
can be used for formative assessment purposes. This
updated edition assists teachers in translating research
findings into their classroom practice by conveying detailed
information about how students develop fraction
understandings. Additional images and examples serve to
flesh out and supplement the newly-introduced concepts in
this updated and expanded edition. Special Features:
Looking Back Questions at the end of each chapter provide
teachers the opportunity to analyze student thinking and
consider instructional strategies for their own students.
Instructional Links help teachers relate concepts from the
chapter to their own instructional materials and programs. Big
Ideas frame the chapters and provide a platform for
meaningful exploration of the teaching of fractions. Answer
Key posted online offers extensive explanations of in-chapter
questions. New sections devoted to the CCSSM and OGAP
Fraction Progression are woven throughout the book as well
as a new stand alone chapter on the OGAP Fraction
Progression. The OGAP Fraction Framework is an all-new
eResource, now available as a free download from the
book’s website: www.routledge.com/9781138816442.
The third edition of Reys’ Helping Children Learn
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Mathematics is a practical resource for undergraduate
students of primary school teaching. Rich in ideas, tools and
stimulation for lessons during teaching rounds or in the
classroom, this edition continues to provide a clear
understanding of how to navigate the Australian Curriculum,
with detailed coverage on how to effectively use Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) in the classroom. This
is a full colour printed textbook with an interactive eBook code
included. Great self-study features include: auto-graded insitu knowledge check questions, video of teachers
demonstrating how different maths topics can be taught in the
classroom and animated, branched chain scenarios are in the
e-text.
This book is a supplement to the text Teaching Fractions and
Ratios for Understanding. It is not merely an answer key, but
a resource that includes in-depth discussions of the problems
in the text; develops and extends discussion of the issues,
teaching problems, and other considerations raised in the
chapters; and contains additional problems--with and without
solutions--that instructors may find helpful for assessment
purposes. In the second edition, MORE has been
reorganized so that supplementary activities immediately
follow the discussions of the activities from the text. Solutions
to these supplemental activities have been removed to
facilitate the use of MORE in courses. Nevertheless, because
the number of activities in each chapter of the text has
increased and complete discussions of all of them are
provided in MORE, there is ample opportunity to learn
reasoning methods.

The fifth edition of Teaching Primary Mathematics has
been significantly revised and updated for the current
educational environment. The organisation of the book
has been redesigned to reflect feedback from readers
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and the approach taken by the Australian Curriculum:
Mathematics. Teaching Primary Mathematics provides
teachers and students with a sound framework for the
successful teaching of mathematics to primary students.
It is suitable both as a core text for primary student
teachers and as an indispensable reference for
practicing primary teachers seeking to update their
knowledge.
Fully in-line with the Framework for Teaching
Mathematics, this series provides coverage of the
curriculum intended to enable students to revise and
consolidate key concepts. Every chapter contains
questions in the style of the National Tests. The three
Ma1 tasks in every students book have detailed marking
guidance in the equivalent teacher file to support key
assessment at the end of the key stage. The last
resource section of this file contains a series of summary
activities for new or previously absent teachers or pupils,
covering all the chapters. Additions such as question
banks and ICT CD-ROMs are available to provide further
support.
Two students receive an unusual math assignment
involving origami. With help from their grandmother and
some fraction and division know-how, they'll conquer the
challenge! Packed with factual information and highinterest content, this math book uses real-world
examples of problem solving to build students' math and
reading skills. Let's Explore Math sidebars feature math
questions that challenge students to develop their math
skills. A problem-solving section at the end of the book
prompts students to reflect and apply what they've
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learned. Demystify math with this leveled book that
makes learning math fun and accessible for kids ages
10-12 and is especially appealing to reluctant readers.
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